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Artist’s Background:
•

Werner Drewes, German

•

b. Canig, Germany, 1899, d. Reston, Virgina, 1985

•

Education: Stuttgart School of Architecture, Applied Arts, Arts and Crafts

•

Influences: Bauhaus Professors and Colleagues: Kandinsky, Klee

•

Art Movement: Bauhaus, Abstract Expressionism

•

Medium: Woodcuts, printmaking, drawing, painting
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Artist’s Background and Influence on the Art World
Drewes work could be summarized within three elements: abstraction, expressionism
and the Bauhaus. His career encompassed drawings and etchings, woodcuts (a true
love throughout his life), printmaking, oil painting (which is how he viewed himself first
and foremost.) and teaching. Drewes didn’t really think of becoming an artist until he
was about 17. He assumed that becoming an artist required having the genius and
talent of a Picasso, but gradually realized that becoming an artist was in fact the
process of continually developing, experimenting and evolving, like an athlete requiring
continuous practice and training. Indeed, Drewes was very deliberate and methodical in
his creative process. (Werner Drewes: Bauhaus Printmaker and Oil Painter at Work, Video; 1984
National Museum of American Art Smithsonian Institution)

It was his attraction to the Bauhaus, arguably the most influential modernist art and
design school of the 20th Century, that secured his destiny to become a pioneer of
abstract art, and as one of the first Bauhaus artists to immigrate to the US and succeed
as an authority in spreading its’ concepts through his artwork and teaching. (Werner
Drewes: Bauhaus Printmaker and Oil Painter at Work; Video, 1984 National Museum of American Art
Smithsonian Institution).

Born in 1899 on Germany, his father, a Lutheran minister, whose interests lie in
archaeology and the natural sciences, wanted Drewes to become an architect. After
military service in WWI, Drewes began his studies at the Stuttgart School of Architecture
in 1920, but a year later moved to the Stuttgart School of Arts and Crafts. There he was
captivated with the formal possibilities of line and color. Yet, he was also enthralled with
the more expressive elements lying within images, shapes and patterns. Both
constructs presented themselves simultaneously in much of his artwork.
Werner chose world travel as his muse to understand life, experiencing its
idiosyncrasies, researching art and studying the old masters. Travels took him across
Europe, North and South America and Asia. He would actually carry metal plates along
with his sketch books on all of his journeys. Stuck at a Russian border once, a border
officer even let him through without the right papers, because he was so enthralled with
a portrait Drewes had made of a Thai prince.* (Interviews with the artist , Werner Drewes,
1983-1984, Norelli, Sixty-five years of Printmaking, 1984)

"To create new universes within these laws and to fill them with the experiences of
our life is our task. … When they convincingly reflect the wisdom or struggle of the
soul, a work of art is born." (Werner Drewes, “Smithsonian American Art Museum” https://
americanart.si.edu/artist/werner-drewes-1344”)
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He was first admitted to the Bauhaus in 1921, attracted by the experimentation and
freedom it advocated. After a stay in the US and further travels, he was re-admitted in
1927 continuing his studies in printmaking, graphics, and painting. By this time, the
loose experimental methods of the Bauhaus had given way to emphasizing the
unification of fine arts (producing objects for beauty and intellectual stimulation), with the
more functional applied arts and crafts (products, textiles, buildings, etc.). This later
Bauhaus period viewed the “artist as hero”, thus having “a new social role in molding
society.” (Karen Drewes Seibert, “About the Artist: Werner Drewes”, DREWESFINEARTS.ORG)
Great designers worked alongside great artists at the Bauhaus. Faculty and students
included: Marcel Gropius and Mies Van der Rohe, both architects and Directors of the
school; Oskar Schlemmer, theater design; Marcel Breuer, furniture, and artists such as
Joseph Albers, Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinsky. Kandinsky, who was Drewes’
professor, became a lifelong friend, colleague and artistic mentor. Met with critical
opposition, The Bauhaus was forced to close from pressure by the German Nazi regime
in 1933. (Alice Rawsthorn,“How Bauhaus Was Shaped into Greatness; New York Times, December 2,
2007)

In 1930, Werner immigrated to the US with his wife and two sons, where he joined other
abstract artists, such as Mondrian, to make a career in art. In general, Bauhaus artists
and designers, who later also immigrated to the US, were met with much greater fanfare
and success for their Bauhaus influence, than those who stayed in Europe. Drewes
exhibited regularly in multiple solo or group exhibitions and museum galleries, his work
attracting much notice and positive critical press in his handling of form, color, and
subject matter. (Tobey Moss. Werner Drewes, “A Retrospective View”; Tobey Moss Gallery Media
Release, 1997) He was a founding member of the American Abstract Artists group,
participating in its’ first exhibition in 1937, which was the most extensive and widely
attended exhibition of abstract paintings and sculpture outside of a museum during the
1930s.
Drewes, also a professor, employed the Bauhaus teaching approach in many
universities including Columbia University, the Brooklyn Museum, and the Institute of
Design in Chicago. He revered Kandinsky’s patience and non-judgmental teaching
style, who challenged students to create their own individual art, but discuss the
reasons behind the choices they made. Kandinsky’s coaching is illustrated in his letter
to Drewes in 1933, “You are moving forward, your wrist has become looser, which is
naturally the result of your developing your inner freedom.” (Heather Peck. “loosening Up:
Werner Drewes and the Bauhaus School, 2018, DREWESFINEART.COM)

He retired from teaching in 1965, but soon became restless. Seeking a warmer climate,
he moved to Reston, Virginia, where he set up a new studio working daily on his
woodcuts, prints and paintings and resumed teaching. He estimated that he finished
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over 1500 paintings over the course of his life, with several sketches or canvases in
progress at the same time.

Techniques and Methods
For Drewes, being an artist was life itself: “It’s what keeps you living, in spite of all the
difficulties you may have, and, because you love it”….”there is not one day that I did not
paint at all” (Werner Drewes: Bauhaus Printmaker and Oil Painter at Work, Video; 1984 National
Museum of American Art Smithsonian Institution.

His view on the role of art was grand, sweeping and universal. He felt that an
understanding of the world was fundamental in creating a thoughtful and authentic work
of art.
Wassily Kandinsky was a key influencer to Drewes’ style. Kandinsky’s use of geometric
and biomorphic flat planes of color, lines and circles, and primary colors of yellow blue
and red, were evident in much of Drewes’ work.
The following paintings by Drewes and Kandinsky show the impact between teacher
and student.

Yellow-Red-Blue, Wassily Kandinsky, 1925
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Pointed Brown and Floating Circles, Werner Drewes, 1933

Another classic example of Kandinsky’s impact on Drewes is exhibited in “In the Blue
Space” (below). Strong geometric forms, and bold colors stand out, albeit here absent
of curves. Yellow and blue spaces dominate with red accents. There is an energy and
similarity to “Industrial Nocturn”, but also a feeling of whimsy. Since Werner stated he
was often inspired by his mood or well-being while painting, one might only suppose he
was feeling happy and playful during this creation.
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“IN THE BLUE SPACE”, Werner Drewes, 1938

Werner felt that abstract art needed more discipline and control. His rationale was that
civilization could only continue if we had organization and scientific research,
particularly given the impact of the two world wars. He favored the controlled style that
the Bauhaus esteemed, as had his colleague, Piet Mondrian, and leaned toward more
geometric forms. He always made studies before starting his artwork. Werner also
declared that, “unlike other artists, he had no one great philosophy to his art. His biggest
impetus was always just to play, build and create”. (”Abstract Bauhaus Artist, The Creative Act:
Werner Drewes, Video, 1984, contributed by Karen Seibert)

From Kandinsky, he also learned how to start with a theme to a new piece of art.
Concepts included: starting with an idea of organization, “such an inner dense core
surrounded by open spaces, more concentration on one side of the canvas, limiting the
color palette, using only light or warm colors. Or, it could come from a playful accident,
like dumping bits of resin on one’s lap and playing with outcomes, as in the Dada era.”
In any case, the origin came from a mental construct and not some global message.
(”Abstract Bauhaus Artist, The Creative Act: Werner Drewes, Video, 1984, contributed by Karen Seibert)

The following piece shows the artist at play, again with an abundance of bright primary
colors, geometric forms, curved lines, and symmetry and balance in its composition:

Final Spurt, Werner Drewes, 1949, Oil on Canvas
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Impressions/ Analysis
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“Industrial Nocturn”, Werner Drewes 1951

“Industrial Nocturn” is an ideal example of Werner’s Bauhaus influences and methods.
We can see both his disciplined and controlled style, coupled with his interest in science
and technology. There is overall balance and symmetry in the composition. The power
of industry is translated through use of strong geometric forms and bold colors. Closer
inspection reveals that some color fields are layered, with underlying colors peeking
through, adding additional intensity, depth, and texture. There is a feeling of activity and
production. While the mood and atmosphere are dark, there is strong potency to the
forms and interactions. A photo image carrying the same title, shares an interesting
comparison between painting and photography, note the buildings in the rear left.

!
“Industrial Nocturn”, undated
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Werner Drewes and his impressive philosophies were not explicitly embodied within
his art, unlike many of today’s artists.
"What is the mystery underlying the Architecture of our Universe? What are the laws
which create the pattern of the frost which forms on our windows? What causes the
stars to stay in their orbit? What is it which creates joy and sorrow within us? All of
these are problems belonging to the world we live in and which should concern the
artist, as well as those problems of sunlight or the growth of a tree. But art is also a
world with its own laws, whether they underlie a painting of realistic or abstract
forms. …Werner Drewes "“Smithsonian American Art Museum” https://americanart.si.edu/artist/
werner-drewes-1344”

While Drewes was an intellectual with deep understanding of the issues impacting
society and humanity, his artwork did not intend to expose the important concerns or
discussions he voiced. For example, “Industrial Nocturn”, is an interesting abstract
painting, but image and presentation is literal at best. No evident issue is
questioned, nor solution displayed. “One never gets the impression from his
paintings that a theme was anything more for Drewes than grist for the mill of
creation.” (Marion Cutajar, Artwork magazine, March 1997, Vol 28.)
Drewes works instead, are solid examples of the techniques in use by early
twentieth century abstract expressionists who employed cubism, surrealism and
biomorphic styles. His style was typically controlled, bold and symmetric, but not
necessarily ground breaking or unique to his era. His style did not later loosen up,
when other mid-century American abstractionists had moved on to more expressive
methods. I found Drewes “Industrial Nocturn” to be engaging, but not necessarily
inspiring or differentiating. As one art critic noted about Drewes paintings:
“unfailingly luminous, harmonious and tasteful, they are also unfailingly
unexciting.” (Marion Cutajar, Artwork magazine, March 1997, Vol 28.)
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Comparing and Contrasting Other Museum Artworks
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A

B

C

Painting A: “Untitled”, Sam Francis, 1979
Painting B: April Screen, Helen Frankenthaler, 1972
Painting C: “Man in Space”, Gino Severini, 1955

The above pieces of Museum art feature differing techniques and levels of abstraction
versus those within “Industrial Nocturn”. This allows guests to observe and view for
themselves, their preferred styles and/or level of appeal, and hopefully demystify the
world of contemporary art.
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As noted previously, “Industrial Nocturn” is controlled and balanced, using bold colors,
geometric and curved lines. The above examples all contrast in style, mood, movement
and consequently, type of user engagement. The Sam Francis abstract (A) while also
balanced, symmetric and colorfully bold, uses ‘chance’ through the artist’s choice of
strong paint splashes leaving random edges and marks. This creates a highly engaging,
light-hearted, and vibrant piece in comparison. Severini (C), also uses geometric and
curved lines, however, asymmetric with more recognizable objective imagery. There is a
flat two-dimensional graphic effect. Here, as one gazes more intently into the detail,
real life objects are surprisingly discovered, adding a playful guest engagement and
storyline. In total contrast, Frankenthaler’s “April Screen”, uses large fields of blended,
luminous colors, with its only curvy line bestowing asymmetry and subtle emphasis to
the entrancing color field and shadows.
The monotone palette feels soothing,
contemplative and peaceful, with no one image distracting from its holistic entirety.

Touring this artwork
Adults
•

Big ideas to convey:
o

o

o

Bauhaus movement significant influence in American art, design and architecture
▪

Experimentation versus refined, objective art

▪

Drewes one of the first to bring its abstract concepts to the US

There are many abstract styles, many types of feelings, and many levels of engagement
▪

Controlled, deliberate strokes; Werner Drewes

▪

Loose, flowing, splashes of colors: Sam Francis

▪

Large fluid color fields, no lines (Helen Frankenthaler)

▪

Illustrated, graphic imagery (Gino Severini)

Some attract you, some repel
▪

•

It’s a personal journey to observe how you interact with the art, and why

What is going on with this artwork?
o

Which colors do you notice first?

o

What kinds of lines and curves?

o

What type of forms?

o

Does this painting seem linear or biomorphic (“Life form”)?

o

Movement or quiet?
o

Symmetric or asymmetric?
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•

•

What feelings do you have when looking at it?
o

Engaged or bored?

o

Dark, contemplative or light-hearted, positive?

What would you guess this painting is about?
o

Nature or technology?
▪

o

Buildings or plants
▪

o

o
•

Why?

Why?

Let’s read the title: “Industrial Nocturn”
▪

Are you surprised or does it make sense?

▪

Why?

What do you think that the artist is trying to say about industry?

Inject background when appropriate
o

The Bauhaus movement
▪

o

Bauhaus one of the most influential modernist art and design schools of the
Twentieth Century.
•

Experimentation and freedom: move from realism, historical rules and
methodologies

•

Unity of arts across disciplines
o

Integration of design across functional products

o

Ex. Architects designed furniture and cars

•

Albers, Kandinsky, Mondrian, etc.

•

Werner Drewes was a German born American who was a student of The
Bauhaus, from the early 1920’s to 1930.

•

Closed by the Nazi regime due to its philosophies, methods, non-traditional
style

The Artist
▪

Drewes was one of first Bauhaus artists to immigrate to US, and bring the Bauhaus
style through his teaching, Bauhaus artist alliances, and art.

▪

Founded American Abstract Artist’s group, which almost every major abstract artist
has been a member

▪

Employed techniques that are great examples of this era

▪

Influenced by Kandinsky, another important abstractionist
•

Lines, Curves, biomorphic, primary colors
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▪

Controlled, deliberate, strokes, balanced compositions

Kids (Third Grade):
•

What’s going on in this painting?
o

•

•

•

And what makes you say that?

Describe the colors in this artwork
o

The shapes and forms

o

The lines

o

Colors

o

Busy or quiet?

o

Nature or business?

How does it make you feel?
o

Serious or playful?

o

Interested or bored?

o

Do you like this painting? Why or why not?

Let’s read the Wall Label: Title, Artist, Lifespan
o

Now what do you see in this painting?
▪

•

•

Surprised or does it make sense?

o

If this painting had sound effects what would they be?

o

Is this a landscape? Why?

This is an abstract painting
o

Realism vs abstraction- what do these mean?

o

Show actual photo of “Industrial Nocturn”
▪

Which do you prefer

▪

Do they feel the same or different, Why?

What types of painting do you paint?
o

Realism or abstract?

o

Color use

o

Landscapes or people?
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The Artist
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Above: Werner Drewes, Self-Portrait, 1947, color woodcut on paper, Smithsonian
American Art Museum, Gift of the artist, 1968.9.2

Above: Seibert, Karen Drewes, Contributor. ”Abstract Bauhaus Artist, The Creative Act:
Werner Drewes”, Video, 1984
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